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Piece-by-Piece Pictorial Quilts

For “Say Cheese,” I decided
on fun and funky!

SUPPLY LIST
For your subject matter; photos:
n Please email your image/project ideas as soon as possible to: david@davidtaylorquilts.com.
I find it easier to discuss in advance which photos are
best suited to the technique and which is best suited
for the workshop. This allows more time in class to
get right to work if we can determine your project
beforehand. For this class the range of subject matter
runs the gamut: still-life arrangements, flowers, fruit,
animals, landscapes, architecture and portraits – they’ll
all adapt to the technique.
Using your own original photo is best, but, yes, copyright free images are also acceptable. You must have
written permission to use a photo that is not your own.
Images downloaded from royalty-free websites
still need permission from the photographer for
use. Here’s a good rule of thumb: if you don’t know
who took the photo, you can’t use it.

“Butterfly Study I” was much more detailed and
very representational with color choices.
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For original pattern-making:
You’ll be able to make your pattern as detailed or
minimal as you desire. Based on your image choice, we
can decide the most practical size for your project. Some
students may be working in miniature; some may be
creating on a grand scale.
n Bring a 4” x 6” or letter-size full-color print for reference.
(A digital version on a tablet will also suffice.)
n You’ll need a grayscale copy printed on plain paper
enlarged to the actual size of your project. This can be
done at Staples, FedEx copy centers, etc. (Or, print in
tiles from your home printer and tape together.) For
$20 (payable at the workshop), I will have adjust your
image in Photoshop to bring out all the details for
reproduction, and deliver the grayscale enlargement
to the workshop.
n Tracing Paper. I use Canson Foundation Tracing Paper
in large 36” x 20-yard rolls. I will bring enough for the
class to use. If you’d like to bring your own, the large
rolls are available at: https://www.draftingsuppliesdew.com/canson-medium-weight-tracing-rolls
n Pencil. I will have an electric pencil sharpener in class.
n Eraser
n Ruler(s) for drawing pattern lines.
n Ultra Fine Permanent marker
n Paper Scissors
n Color pencils (inexpensive, school-grade is perfect)
n A lightbox or lightpad for tracing your pattern onto
freezer paper. (optional)
n Freezer paper
Design Wall:
Empty Spools Seminars provides large foamcore design
boards available for our use.
n If you are driving, you may want to consider bringing a piece of ONE-INCH rigid insulation foam board
(Home Depot or Lowe’s). 2-foot
square sections are available
or cut down a piece large
enough for your project from a
4”x8” sheet. This makes it easy
to transport home without
having to disassemble your
project to take it home.

Fabrics
n The larger variety of fabric prints you have available,
the more success you’ll have with your project. Fat
quarter size or smaller are adequate. Bring as many
scraps as you can fit in your extra suitcase! Large
prints, medium prints, small prints, batiks, florals,
plaids, stripes, prints with many colors (digitals!) and
pre-printed panels — they all work. If you think you’ve
brought enough, bring some more.
Construction Supplies:
n Paper and pencil for note-taking
n Rotary cutter and acrylic ruler(s)
n Add-A-Quarter ruler(s) - optional
n Fabric Scissors
n Lots of inexpensive straight pins for attaching pieces
to design board (don’t ruin your good silk or appliqué
pins!)
n Resealable bags to store pieces
n Smart phone or tablet. Using the camera on your
phone or tablet allows you to see your work better.
Before smartphones, we would use a reducing glass in
the classroom.
n Table top light and, if driving, a multi-plug extension
cord with surge protection.
n Something to cover your work at night.
Sewing supplies:
I prefer to construct as I go so I would recommend
bringing or renting a sewing machine, but it is not a
requirement. If you want to spend the week just creating,
cutting and pinning your fabric to the design wall, that is
perfectly fine.
n Sewing machine. A classroom-size, portable machine
will do the job. We’ll only be using the straight stitch!
n Neutral color thread
n Bobbin
n Thread snips

